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 Introduction  



M-theory 

strong coupling limit of type IIA 
     11D theory with membrane(M2) + M5 DOF

    one of the most notable non-perturbative phenomena 
    in superstring theory
    provides transparent view about some non-perturbative
    phenomena (e.g. S-duality of type IIB)

A candidate of formulation (AdS4/CFT3) Maldacena'97, ABJM'08

    ABJM theory (a 3D SCFT)  =  M-theory on 

Another candidate of formulation
    Matrix model  (a 1D SYM)  = M-theory on flat space

     regularised supermembrane theory deWit-Hoppe-Nicolai '89

         D0-brane point of view BFSS '96

cf. Pufu's talk
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1. Focusing on states with large R-charge J (=orbital 
ang. mom. on AdS side) allows one to combine 
2 approaches to M-theory: 
     matrix model of M-theory
     ABJM theory(a 3D CFT) via AdS3/CFT4
(Kovacs, Sato,HS '13)
2. Verified matching of the spectrum including 
non-BPS fluctuations in the leading order in 1/J.
(identification of membrane analog of BMN op.)
(Kovacs, Sato,HS '13)  
3. Characterisation of  instantons in splitting process 
of membranes(dual of 3pt function of monopole op. 
in ABJM )  in matrix model ~ 3D Laplace equation on 
“Riemann space”(Kovacs-Sato-HS '15)
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   If independent computation in 
   matrix model and ABJM gave the same result

   
   Fairly good evidence that both 
   matrix model & AdS/CFT description of M-theory is valid.
   One can verify result of a computation of genuinely 
   M-theory observables. In general difficult, if we do not 
   resort e. g. to SUGRA limit etc.
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 Part 2.



2. “Spectrum” of pp-wave matrix model and ABJM in 
the large J sector matches at leading order in 1/J

     brief recap. of AdS3/CFT4
     define large J sector
     pp-wave matrix model
            BPS
            near-BPS fluctuation
     ABJM
            BPS
            near-BPS fluctuation



AdS4/CFT3

AdS side CFT side

M-theory on
    

ABJM theory: a 3D SCFT

4 complex scalars +Fermions

U(N)xU(N) CS level k, -k

M-theory regime 

N=8 SUSY for k=1, 2
N=6 SUSY otherwise



Large J sector

AdS side CFT side

      embedded into complex scalars in ABJM



Large J sector

AdS side CFT side

      embedded into complex scalars in ABJM

(Angular mom. in 78 plane) >> 1 (R-charge associated with      )>>1

operator “containing” J number of
      fields 

     : conformal dimension

“Lightcone Hamiltonian”



Large J in AdS side
pp-wave approx and matrix model BMN'02 

transverse
coord.

                     M-theory circle
J/k  = KK charge on M-theory circle
       = # of D0-branes
       = matrix size
In this talk, I focus on the k=1 case, for simplicity. 

centrifugal force push obj.s 
towards equator for 

fluxmass
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BPS states(zero-energy states in matrix model) 

zero-energy states
            
      

point-like in      extended in         ; concentric spherical M2 
radii

labeled by                  (size of each block) satisfying 

, ,etcetc~



Near BPS fluctuations 
Tree level
consider small oscillation around spherical M2
fluctuation of  X fields ~ 6 scalars; corr. to 
spectrum

spectrum from Y fields and Fermions can be computed, too.

 (single M2 case) 

1-loop correction ('02 Dasgupta-SheikhJabbari-van Raamsdonk)

For some states 1-loop corr. to energy is already computed, 

SUSY cancellation important

mass tension

loop exp. pp-wave

bunch of (weakly coupled) harmonic oscillators.

excitation 
number



ABJM on              

 

Gauss' law constr.



BPS States (ABJM side); monopole op. ('06 ABJM,'09 S. Kim)

BPS state ~ lowest energy state with given charge J
excite oscilator corr. to diagonal 0-mode of             J times.

Gauss law constr.

introduces BKG flux ~ monopole op.
Thus BPS states are labeled by                     (GNO charges)  
  matches with 

matrix model  side! 
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near BPS fluctuation(ABJM side) 

can introduce gauge fix.          BPS state ~classical vacuum
                                                                   with 

Tree level fluctuation

excite (1,1) component of  3 complex scalars

 

focus on single 
non-zero GNO charge

corr. to 

 
Contribution to        of each mode ~     ,   

Matches with 
matrix model side!

spectrum from             fields and Fermions matches, as well.
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1/J exp. as Born-Oppenheimer approx. 

Fields in ABJM 
do not feel flux “light” (slow) mode  

feel magnetic flux ~J “heavy”  (fast) mode

integrate out fast modesorder J gap in the energy

B-O approx. ~ 1/J exp.

analogous to D-brane scattering 



Summary of 2.

AdS side CFT side

pp-wave matrix model 

approx.

radial qtz. with large flux.framework 

pp-wave approx + loop exp. off-diag heavy B-O approx.

       BPS
(ground  state)

? 

off-diag heavy 

exp.
param.

collection of spherical M2 GNO charges (magnetic fluxes)

near-BPS
fluctuation
(for scalar 
modes)

modes corr. to 



  

 Part 3.



  
3. splitting process of membranes in 
     pp-wave matrix model 

splitting of membranes ~ 3pt func. of monopole op. 
     
BPS instanton eq.              3D Laplace eq.

Splitting process and “Riemann space” 
 
Exact solutions of 3D Laplace eq. on “Riemann space”,



  

3-point func. of 
monopole op.

         

amplitude of
splitting of membranes

spherical membranes
in matrix model

monopole operators in 
boundary ABJM theory

cf. AdS5/CFT4
      pp-wave SFT             3pt func. of BMN operators  



 
         

BPS instanton equation  ('03 Yee-Yi)
Many inequivalent vacua = spherical concentric membranes
Schematically, 

Tunnelling between vacua gives
splitting of membranes

Leading contribution comes from the BPS instanton  



  

Splitting process of membranes in pp-wave matrix model are  
realised as tunnelling between various vacua (or sectors) 

BPS instantons are expected to give dominant contributions 
(Yee-Yi '03)

Properties of the moduli space of BPS instantons  (e.g. which 
vacua is connected) were known (Bachas-Hoppe-Pioline '00)

However, very few information was available about the explict 
instanton solutions.

Desirable to have a better understanding of explicit instanton 
solutions in order to compute the tunnelling amplitude by
integration over the instanton moduli space.
  
 
         



Splitting process of membranes in pp-wave matrix model are  
realised as tunnelling between various vacua (or sectors) 

BPS instantons are expected to give dominant contributions 
(Yee-Yi '03)

Properties of the moduli space of BPS instantons  (e.g. which 
vacua is connected) were known (Bachas-Hoppe-Pioline '00)

However, very few information was available about the explict 
instanton solutions.

We obtained a better understanding of explicit instanton 
solutions (as a step towards computing the tunnelling 
amplitude by integration over the instanton moduli space.)
  
 
         

(Kovacs-Sato-HS '15)



BPS instanton eq. J x J matrices  

 

  
 
         

continuum ver.
time evolution of membrane

inverse
matrix regularisation

continuum ver. 
of Nahm eq.

Bachas-Hoppe-
Pioline '00

3D Laplace eq.
Ward '90

“Evolution of equipotential surface defines membrane motion”



1 membrane     2 membrane cannot be described 
by 3D Laplace eq on usual  

Self-intersecting configuration must occur.
Equipotential surface (on       )  cannot be 
self-intersecting  
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single  membrane  with  ang. mom.               , splitting into two membranes 
with      ,      .

Prepare two       , and stitch them on a “branch disk”.

1 membrane     2 membrane processes are 
 described by 3D Laplace eq on “Riemann space” 



     
     
     
       (cf. string interaction and Riemann surfaces)

Some exact solutions of 3D Laplace eq. on “Riemann space” 
is obtained by Hobson in 1900 (following Sommerfeld 1896)

3D Laplace equation on 
“Riemann space”

Membrane interaction via 
splitting(joining) processes 



     
     
     
       (cf. string interaction and Riemann surfaces)

In general # of copies of      , #, shape, position of the branch disks, or branch 
loops bounding them are arbitrary. The moduli space of instantons are moduli 
space of branch loops.  

3D Laplace equation on 
“Riemann space”

Membrane interaction via 
splitting(joining) processes 



  

Analytic solution of 3D Laplace eq. on “Riemann space”  is 
obtained by Hobson in 1900 (following Sommerfeld 1896) 
    
    2 copies of  
    1 branch disk of circular shape

Potential at                               , point charge at

 

In the toroidal coordinate



  

 Summary and Discussion  



1.  large R-charge approx. allows one to combine 
     matrix model and ABJM theory(AdS3/CFT4) 
     approaches to M-theory

2.  Spectrum matches including near-BPS fluct.
     Spherical M2 corr. to monopole op. directly. 

  
3. 3-pt function of monopole op. in ABJM 
~  splitting process of membranes
~  3D Laplace equation on “Riemann space”



Discussion

Further study of 1/J exp. is desirable on CFT (ABJM) side
Monopole op. 3 pt func?
higher order correction to Δ ? 

            (matrix model side already known)

Can ideas from bootstrap be useful?

large R-charge for AdS
7 
x S4 ? 

       the same pp-wave matrix model results
 
       large R-charge sector of D=6 (2,0) SCFT should
       necessarily contain M2 brane-like near-BPS op.

       What kind of DOF allows this?
       speculation: tensionless strings?  
       discussion of tensionless string field theory 
       (Ananth-Kovacs-Sato-HS, 1804.XXXX to appear.)  
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